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ABSTRACT 
We consider the class of stochastic matrices M generated in the following way 
from graphs: if G is an undirected connected graph on n vertices with adjacency 
matrix A, we form it4 from A by dividing the entries in each row of A by their row 
sum. Being stochastic, M has the eigenvalue h = 1 and possibly also an eigenvalue 
X= -1. We prove that the remaining eigenvalues of Mhe in the disk (XI< 1-nw3, 
and show by examples that the order of magnitude of this estimate is best possible. In 
these examples, G has a bar-hell structure, in which n/3 of the vertices are arranged 
along a line, with n/3 vertices fulIy interconnected at each end. We alsO obtain 
batter hounds when either the diameter of G or the maximal degree of a vertex is 
restricted. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be an undirected graph on n vertices. We will assume throughout 
that G is connected, since otherwise we can consider the connected compo- 
nents one by one. As is standard, we mean by the degree vi of a vertex i the 
number of edges to which it belongs, and by the diameter of G the smallest 
number of edges required to link an arbitrary pair of vertices of G; let A and 
d be the largest degree and the diameter, respectively. 
The adjacency matrix A of G is an n X n matrix with entries a,, = 0, 
aii = 1 if vertices i and i are connected by an edge in G, and a,i = 0 
othenvise. If we denote the matrix diag[ v; ‘, . . . , v, ‘1 by D, then the matrix 
M= DA is row-stochastic, and therefore has an eigenvalue h = 1, and possibly 
also h = - 1, with the remaining eigenvalues contained in a disk 1 X ( < pM < 1. 
Such matrices arose in a study by D. Mitra [2] of frequency synchronization 
among interconnected clocks, when each clock steers its own frequency 
towards the average frequency of those clocks to which it is directly 
connected. In this context, when G represents the graph of interconnections, 
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then the smaller pM is, the faster can the synchronization process be 
guaranteed to converge. Interest has therefore focused on finding upper 
bounds for pM. 
Expect for an elegant result of Fiedler [l] which discusses this problem 
for doubly stochastic matrices, little seems to be known about such ques- 
tions. Here we take advantage of the special character of our matrices to 
prove that nM is bounded above in modulus by 1 - [ nA( d+ l)] - ’ < 1 - nm3, 
and we show by example that the order of magnitude of this estimate is best 
possible. Specifically, we construct graphs in which the second largest 
eigenvalue exceeds 1 - yn -3, for a fixed y> I. These examples, which 
represent situations in which mutual synchronization is slowest, have a 
bar-bell structure, in which n/3 of the machines are arranged along a line 
with n/3 of the machines, fully interconnected, at each end. We also show 
that it is possible to attain eigenvalues in the range - 1 <h < - 1 + ynw3. 
Variants of these examples establish that the tighter bound 1 - [nA( d+ l)] -’ 
is likewise sharp in the sense that, if integers A > 2 and d are given, there 
exists a graph with maximal degree A and diameter d for which the second 
largest eigenvalue exceeds 1 - y [nA(d+ l)] -l, y > 1. This does not imply 
that the above bound is universally sharp for all graphs with parameters A 
and d. Indeed, in the complete graph on n vertices (in which every pair of 
vertices is joined by an edge) all the eigenvalues other than 1 equal 
-(n-l)-‘, while d=l and A=n-1. Our proof shows that if every pair of 
vertices is connected by at least K edge-disjoint paths of length D > d, then 
the second largest eigenvalue is bounded by 1 - K( nAD) - ‘. Thus in the 
complete graph, where D=2 and K = n -2, we can improve our bound for 
the second largest eigenvalue to 1 - (4n) - ‘, but this is still far from being 
sharp. FinaIly, we remark that, by more detailed analysis, the constant in our 
estimate can be slightly improved. 
2. RESULTS 
We proceed to a proof of the following theorem. 
THEOREM. Let G be a connected graph having n vertices, with vi the 
degree of vertex i; let d be the diameter of G and A =maxi vi. Denote by A 
the ad@cency matrix of G, and by D the diagonal matrix with entries l/vi. 
The matrix DA has a single eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue 1, 
and possibly also a single eigenvector corresponding to h = - 1. For the 
remaining eigenvalues of DA we huve 1 h I< 1 - [nA(d + l)] -’ < 1 - n-‘. The 
order of magnitude of this estimate is correct, i.e., there exists a graph fm 
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which l#h> l-yne3, and a graph fi?r which - l#A < - 1 +yne3, with y 
a suitable constant. 
Proof. To begin with, we wish to show that all the eigenvalues of DA 
are real and that they can be described in terms of a certain quadratic form. 
This is not immediate, since DA is not a symmetric matrix. However, under 
the change of scale 
x=D”‘y, (1) 
the eigenvalue equation 
DAx=Ar (2) 
is transformed into an equivalent symmetric version, 
D”2AD”2y=Xy. (3) 
By standard results concerning symmetric matrices, the eigenvalues here are 
all real and, when arranged in nonincreasing order, can be described in 
terms of extrema of the quadratic form defined by D’/2AD’/2 [3, p. 237: 
X,(DA)=X,(D’/2AD’/2)=m~(D1’2AD1’2y, y), 
subject to l=(y, y)= i y,?, 
i=l 
(4) 
with { yi} the components of the vector y. Further, once the extremal vector 
y=Y of (4) is d e ermined, t the next largest eigenvalue, A,(DA), is given as 
the solution of the same extremal problem, but in the subspace of vectors 
orthogonal to Y: 
h2(DA)=max(D”2AD1’2y, y) 
subject to (y,y)=l, 
(y,Y)=O. 
(5) 
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By applying these considerations to -DA, we find, likewise, 
h,( DA) =min( D’/2AD”2y, y) 
subject to (y,y)=l, (6) 
and if y = Z is the extremal vector of (6), 
X,_,( DA) =min( D”2AD”2y, y) 
subject to (y,y)=I, 
(y, Z)=O. (7) 
Let us next note in passing some properties of the extreme eigenvalues of 
DA. The matrix DA is row-stochastic, i.e., the entries are nonnegative and 
every row sum is 1. Let x be an eigenvector of DA, and x, be the 
component of x having largest magnitude; by choosing a suitable scalar 
multiple of x, we may suppose x, > 0. We then have 
where N, denotes the set of those vertices of the graph which are connected 
to vertex i. It follows that 
so that (A I< 1. Of course, the vector x*, whose components are all equal, is 
an eigenvector of DA with A= 1. Conversely, if A= 1, each xk, kEN,,,, must 
equal x,, and we can apply the same argument in turn to each such xk. 
Since the graph is connected, continuing this process shows that each 
component of x coincides with x,, and hence x is a scalar multiple of x*. If 
h = - 1, each xk, k EN,, must coincide with - x,. Here on continuing the 
argument for such an xk, we find that xi = -xk =xm, jENk. Repeating this 
argument shows that the components of x are +x,, and letting G, and G, 
denote the collection of those vertices of G for which the corresponding 
component of x is x, and - x,, respectively, we see that G, and Gs are 
disjoint and that all edges in the graph connect a vertex in G, with a vertex 
in G,. Conversely, given such a graph (termed bipartite), the vector with 
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1, kEG,, 
Xk = 
-1, kEG,, 
is evidently an eigenvector of DA with eigenvalue - 1. An equivalent 
characterization of bipartite graphs is that all cycles consist of an even 
number of edges, for if this condition is met we can partition the vertices 
into those which can be joined to a particular vertex by a chain having, 
respectively, an even or odd number of edges. This partition clearly has the 
properties required of G, and G,. 
Returning now to (5), we see that the extremal vector Y appearing there 
corresponds to x* under the change of variables (l), so that Y, =aG , with 
(Y a scalar. Also, since 0”’ is symmetric, 
( D1/2A~1/2y, y) = ( AD112y, D’12y). 
Reverting to the original variables xi = yi /G we find from (5) 
h,(DA)=max(Ax,r), 
subject to x rixf = 1, 
x ViXi =o. 
(8) 
@a) 
(8b) 
Our next step is to rewrite (AX, X) in a more revealing form. By 
expanding (Ax, x) in terms of the components of x, we find 
This sum includes a term 2xixi, i < i, if and only if vertices i and i of the 
graph are joined by an edge. In effect, then, we can think of the sum in (9) as 
being extended over the edges of the graph. In order to make this fact 
explicit, and to abbreviate notation, let us write CECCjf(xi, xi) to mean that 
the sum is to be taken over all pairs (i, i), with i < i to avoid double counting, 
such that vertices i and i are connected by an edge. Thus we have 
(Ar,x)= x 2rixi, 
E(G) ’ 
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and setting 2x,xi =xf +xf -(xi -xi)‘, we obtain 
(Ax, x) = & [ xf +x; -(xi -xi)‘] 
= 2 ViXF - Ez) (Xi -xj)2’ 
i=l 
On combining this with (8), we find 
l- 2 (xi-xi)2 
E(G) I 
= l-min 2 (xi -xi)2, PO) 
E(G) 
subject to 5 vixp = 1, (lOa) 
i-l 
i*l ‘i’i =O’ (lob) 
If x is a vector satisfying (lOa) and (lob), we again let x, denote the 
component of x which is largest in magnitude and, on replacing x by -x if 
necessary, presume that xm > 0. Since each vi < A, we find from (lOa) 
l= 2 vixf < nAxi, 
i=l 
so that 
x,>n -‘/“A-‘/“. 
By (lob), all the components of x cannot be positive, so there exists a 
component x, < 0, and consequently (x, - x,) > (nA) - ‘12. Now as the graph 
is connected, there exists a chain of T distinct edges, r < d, which joins vertex 
m to vertex s. Letting {ki} d enote the set of vertices traversed by this chain, 
we have 
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and by Cauchy’s inequality 
(12) 
Combining (12) and (10) shows that 
A,(DA)< 1-(nAd)-‘. (12a) 
We can argue analogously to establish a lower bound for the eigenvalues. 
First, suppose X = - 1 is not an eigenvalue, so that G is not bipartite. From 
(6), we find, as above, 
X, =min(Ar, x)=min x 2xixi, (13) 
E(C) 
subject to ,gr virf = 1. (13a) 
Now let us write 2x,xi=(xi+xi)2--.~-x~, obtaining from (13) and (13a) 
2 (Xi +xi)2- i ViXf 
E(G) i=l 1 
= - l+min x (xi +xi)2. 
E(G) 
(14 
Now as in (ll), we can assume that X, > (nA)‘j2. Let Hi denote the set of 
those vertices k of G for which xk < 0, and H, the remaining vertices. We 
wish to construct a short chain with an even number of edges connecting 
vertex m to a vertex of H,, or one with an odd number of edges connecting 
m to a vertex of H,. To this end, since G is not bipartite, there exists an edge 
joining either two vertices of H, or two vertices of H,. Suppose these 
vertices are p, 4 E H,. Among the chains joining m to either p or q, let us 
select the shortest. Presuming p to be its endpoint, we know that the chain 
does not include q, and consists of at most d distinct edges. If the number of 
edges is even, this completes our construction; if it is odd, we extend the 
chain by adding the single edge that connects p to q. Renaming by s the 
terminal vertex of the chain, and by {kj} the (odd) number of vertices 
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traversed, we have 
(t~A)-“~<x, <(x, -xS) 
the number of terms on the right not exceeding d+ 1. Analogously, if 
P* (J-f,, 
Thus again, by Cauchy’s inequality, 
(nA)-‘<(d+l) x (xi +x/)~> 
E(G) 
and hence, by (14), 
X,(DA)Z -l+[nA(d+l)]-‘. (14a) 
If G is bipartite, we have seen that the eigenvalue X = - 1 of DA 
corresponds to the vector x with components 
i 
1, iEG,, 
xi = 
-1, iEG,. 
Arguing as for h = 1, we see that the extremal vector 2 in (7) has components 
proportional to 6 , i E G, and - %, iSG,. Continuing as in (14), we 
thus find 
h,_,(DA)= -l+min 2 (x~+x~)~, 
E(G) 
(15) 
subject to x V~X~ = 1, (15a) 
2 YiXi - ,z vixi =o. w4 
iEG, 2 
From (ll), r,>(nA)-l/“. Suppose that mEGi. Now either some zS, SEC,, 
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is negative, or some xS, s E G,, is positive, else (15b) cannot be satisfied. In 
the former case, let us join vertex m to vertex s by a chain of at most d 
distinct edges; the number of edges is necessarily even, since m and s are 
both in G,. Denoting by {k i} th e vertices along the chain, we again find 
(nA)-“‘<(x, -%)=(%1+%,)-( xk,+xk*)+(xk*+xk,)... -(%,_,+x,). 
Alternatively, if some X, > 0, s E G,, then a chain joining vertex m to vertex s 
necessarily has an odd number of edges, and 
An analogous argument applies if m E G,. In either situation, we find by 
Cauchy’s inequality 
x (x, +~~)~>(nAd)-‘, 
E(G) 
whence by (15), 
X,_,(DA)> -l+(nAd)-‘. 
Together with (12a) and (14a), this shows that the eigenvalues inside the unit 
disk are bounded in modulus by 1 - [ nA( d + l)] - i. 
Now A + d < n + 1 in any graph G, since if vertex m, say, has degree A, 
then to connect any two vertices of G requires at most two edges incident 
with m plus a number of edges equal to the number of vertices not 
connected to m, which equals n - (A + 1). Therefore A + (d + 1) < n + 2, and 
since the product of two numbers with given sum is maximized when the 
numbers are equal, we find 
<n3, 
establishing the first claim of the theorem. 
To show that this bound has the correct order of magnitude, we next 
construct a graph for which h2( DA) > 1 - ynP3, with y a suitable constant. 
With n=6m- 1, let G, have a bar-bell shape, in which 2m+ 1 vertices are 
connected in a single line, attached at each end to a cluster of 2m fully 
interconnected vertices. Let us label the vertex of the midpoint of the line by 
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0; the successive vertices traversed from the midpoint to one of the clusters 
by l,..., m- 1; those in the cluster by m,...,3m- 1. The graph being 
symmetric about 0, let -k denote that vertex on the opposite side of 0 
which corresponds to k. We illustrate the situation below for n = 11: 
In consequence, Y~=Y_~, and if we choose {xk} so that x_~= -xk, the 
condition (lob) is automatically satisfied. We now set xk = ka/n2, 0 G k < m, 
xk =x, for k>m, and x_~ = -xk. Since 
O<k<m-1, 
k=m, 
2m-1, m<k, 
we see that the sum of (lOa) is given by 
so that with ly=9V% +0(1/n), (lOa) is satisfied as well. For EECc)(xi -xi)2 
we now obtain 2(n/6)(w2/n4 = (u2/3n3. For this graph, therefore, we find, 
from (lo), A,(DA)> l-ynP3, with y=54+O(l/n). 
A very similar example can be constructed to show the existence of 
negative eigenvalues close to - 1. Here, with n=6m- 1, we let I’, and P2 be 
each a collection of 2m- 1 vertices, connect each vertex of Pr to every 
vertex of P2 and each vertex of P2 to every vertex of PI, and then join a single 
vertex of PI to one of P2 by a chain going through the remaining 2m+ 1 
vertices. Since this chain has an even number of edges, it produces a cycle 
having an odd number of edges, so that X = - 1 is not an eigenvahre. We 
label the middle vertex of the chain by 0; the vertices traversed from 0 to PI 
by l,..., m; those of PI by m+l,..., 3m - 1; and denote the vertex on the 
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other side of 0 which corresponds to k by - k. We illustrate the construction 
below for n= 11: 
OcIb&l 
-I -2 -3 -4 -5 
We set xk=(-l)kk,/ n2 for O<k<m+l, xk=x,,,+r for k>m+l, and 
r_k = -rk. Using (14) and arguing as above shows that - 1 #X n < - 1 + 
ynP3. By opening the chain at 0 and doubling it symmetrically, as below, we 
can likewise generate bipartite graphs for which An _ 1 < - 1 + yne3: 
-5 -4 -3 -2 -I 0 I 2 3 4 _ 
5 4 3 2 I 0 -I -2 -3 -4 -5 
Here we have labeled the vertices so as to show the corresponding values of 
xk, to be generated by the rule given earlier. Similar constructions apply in 
cases where A and d are restricted. We omit the details. This completes the 
proof of the Theorem. n 
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